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W W$flC POnER COMPANY
231 W. MICHIGAN, P.O. BOX 2046, MILWAUXCE.W153201 (414)277-2345

VPNPD-86-043
NRC-86-009

April 11, 1986

Mr. H. R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
Washington, D. C. 20555

Attention: Mr. G. Lear, Project Director
PWR Project Directorate No. 1

Gentlemen:

DOCKETS 50-266 AND 50-301
STATUS OF COMMITMENTS MADE IN RESPONSE TO,

GENERIC LETTER 83-28
POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT, UNITS 1 AND 2

This letter provides the status of all commitments Wisconsin
Electric has made in response to Generic Letter 83-28, " Required
Actions Based on Generic Implications of Salem ATWS Events."
Mr. T. G. Colburn of your. staff requested that we provide this
status update. The Attachment lists each commitment, the re-
ference in which the commitment was made, and the status of the
commitment. A list of references related to Generic Letter 83-28
is also provided at the end of the attachment.

If you have any questions regarding this listing please call us.
Very truly yours,

J

!,r

/ /
C. W. Fay
Vice President
Nuclear Power

Copy to NRC Resident Inspector
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ATTACHMENT

COMMITMENTS REGARDING GENERIC LETTER 83-28

(For References, see the end of this attachment)

1.1 Post-Trip Review (Reference #2)

" Activities currently performed at PBNP which constitute
post-trip review of unplanned reactor shutdowns are being
reevaluated. It is anticipated that modifications to
our current practices will be instituted that will re-
sult in a post-trip review procedure reflecting the
guidelines of the INPO draft good practice OP-211 en-
titled, " Post-Trip Review." The modified procedure will
be in place by February 29, 1984."

Status: Complete

1.2.4 Planned Changes to Existing Data and Information Capability

(Reference #2)

"The present plant cc.nputers will be replaced by an updated
computer system moritoring both units. This system should
be in operation 3: 1985.2

This computei system will consist of redundant computers
with automatic pickup if the operating computer fails, as
well as have battery backed instrument bus power supplies.

The sequence of events monitoring capability will be
changed as follows:

1. The list of parameters monitored will be
expanded. A list of the additional points is
Attachment C. (See reference #2)

2. The time discrimination will be improved to 5
milliseconds.

3. The maximum number of events per sequence will
be enlarged to 100 and the capacity for up to
10 events will be provided.

4. The sequence of events reports will be outputted
to a printer and stored on a disc and/or magtape
for later reprinting, if desired.
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The post-trip review capability will be changed as
follows:

1. The current 2-second group will be sampled at one-
second intervals for 48 seconds before and after
the trip.

2. The current 8-second group will be sampled at five-
second intervals for 4 minutes before and after the
trip.

3. The post-trip review report will be outputted to a
printer and stored on disc and/or magtape for later
reprinting, if desired. "

Status: The new computer will be installed during
the Spring 1986 outage for Unit 1 and
during the Fall 1986 outage for Unit 2.

2.1 Equipment Classification and Vendor Interface (Reference #2)

"...To further ensure the proper quality assurance' coverage
of safety-related systems and components, a detailed inten-
sive review of the drawings used to categorize the quality
assurance scope has been initiated. This review, scheduled
to be completed by February 29, 1984, will include all
aspects of those safety-related systems and componeacs in-
cluding those necessary to provide a reactor trip function."
Status: Complete

2.1 Equipment Classification and Vendor Interface (Cont . )

(Reference #2)

"... A program designed to control vendor technical infor-
mation has existed at Point Beach since initial construc-
tion...Although this program undergoes continuing review
in the normal course of business, a specific review will be
conducted to ensure all aspects of this program concert
with other.INPO-sponsored efforts in the contrcl and
dissemination of vendor information."
Status: Complete

3.1.1 Post-Maintenance Operability Testing Review (Reference #2)

"It has been a practice at PBNP to verify that instrumentation
and control devices (including breakers) associated with the

|
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reactor trip system are verified to be operable in accord-
ance with Technical Specification requirements prior to
placing the equipment in service after maintenance...It
has also been determined that no administrative requirement
exists which requires this verification to be done.
Therefore, maintenance request procedures will be mooified
prior to February 29, 1984, to include such a requirement
for post-maintenance testing of equipment."

Status: Complete

3.1.2 Vendor-& Engineering Recommendations (Reference #2)

"Although it is believed that the testing currently per-
formed on reactor trip system equipment includes appro-
priate guidance concerning vendor and engineering recom-
mendations, a review of test procedures, technical manuals
and other equipment information will be completed and any
findings incorporated into appropriate test procedures by
February 29, 1984."

Status: Complete

3.2.1 Post-Maintenance Operability Testing Review (Reference #2)

"... The post-maintenance testing described above is
adequate to demonstrate that safety-related pumps, valves,
piping systems and instrumentation and controls are capable
of performing their safety functions following repairs. It
has also been determined that, although this testing is
being performed, adequate administrative controls do not
exist to require that this verification be done. There-
fore, in place administrative controls, such as the Main-
tenance Request Procedure, will be modified prior to
February 29, 1984, to include such a requirement for
post-maintenance testing of safety-related equipment."
Status: Complete

3.2.1 Post-Maintenance Operability Testing Review (Cont.)

' Reference #2)

"The adequacy of post-maintenance testing of safety-
related breakers ic still under investigation. In
addition to checking proper protective tripping set-
points, breakers used to supply power to safety-
related pumps or fans are presently tested by veri-
fying that the applicable pump or fan can be started

_ _ _ - _ _ _ _ .__________-__ ____-____- _ _- _ _ _. . _ _ _ _ __ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ - - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - _ _ _ _ _
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and stopped.. Safety-related bus breakers are also
post-maintenance cycled to verify'their operation.
The investigation to determine if this testing is
adequate will be completed prior to April 30, 1984."

Status: Complete

3.2.2 Vendor and Engineering Recommendations-(Reference #2)

"Although it is believed that the testing currently per-
formed on the majority of safety-related equipment in-
cludes appropriate guidance concerning vendor and
engineering recommendations, a review of test procedures,
technical manuals and other equipment information will
be completed and any findings incorporated into appro-

; priate test procedures by November 1, 1985."

'

Status: Complete

4.3 Reactor Trip System Reliability (Reference #2)

". . . We are committed to incorporation of an automatic
shunt trip actuation modification and intend to incorporate

j the provisions for on-line testability. It is antici-
pated that the details for a Point Beach specific modi-

4

fication will be finalized over the next six months. At
that time we will prepare an amendment to this submittal
to provide a report describing the modification and pro-
vide the additional information required by the NRC's SER
of the generic design package. We expect to submit this
report by May 1984. Assuming NRC approval of this plant-
specific modification by August 1, 1984, we would expect
to install the modification on each Point Beach unit
during the next unit refueling shutdown. These are
presently scheduled for fall 1984 for Unit 2 and spring
1985 for Unit 1."

Status: The completion date for Unit 2 was changed to the
fall 1985 outage. This item is complete.

4.5.1 Diverse Trip Features (Reference #2)

"The current design of the reactor trip system does not
include a shunt coil trip of the reactor trip breakers when
an automatic reactor trip signal is generated. Periodic
testing of all automatic reacter trip. functions can'be'

accomplished on line. Modifications will be made'to add a
shunt coil trip as well as the capability for on-line in-
dependent testing of each trip device."
Status: Complete

> .
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4.5.2 On-Line Testing Design (Reference #2)

"The reactor protection system at PBNP is designed for
on-line testing of -its components except for the manual
trip function from the main control board. This portion of
the reactor trip system is tested prior to startup each
refueling shutdown. The manual reactor trip actuates both
the shunt ~and undervoltage coil trip devices. To accom-
plish independent testing of these devices without use of
jumpers, lifted leads or pulled fuses, modifications to
this equipment will be made in conjunction with modifica-
tions described in Section 4.5.1 above."
Status: Complete

4.5.3 Reactor Trip System Performance (References #2 and 9)

"WCAP-10271 submitted by the Westinghouse Owners Group to
the NRC in January 1983 documents a more formal evaluation
of the impact on reactor protection system (RPS) unavaila-
bility of current and extended surveillance intervals.
Supplement 1 to WCAP-10271 which was submitted in September
1983 is an extension of the evaluation and provides a
discussion of component wearout caused by testing. The
conclusion of WCAP-10271 and Supplement 1 is that less
frequent testing of RPS components is warranted and will
result in an improvement in overall plant safety and equip-
ment reliability. We shall follow the NRC's review and
disposition of these documents and will consider adjust-
ments to our testing intervals based on the resolution of
the issues discussed in these documents."
Status: Waiting final NRC review.

NSSS Vendor Contact (Item #1, Reference #4)

" Wisconsin Electric interface with the NSSS supplier
presently includes a formal exchange of technical informa-
tion, including technical bulletins. Wisconsin Electric
will communicate with the NSSS supplier to confirm the
continuation of this information exchange program."
Status: Complete

Significant Event Evaluation and Information Network (SEE-IN)
(Item #3, Reference #4)

" Wisconsin Electric presently is an active participant in
the SEE-IN program. We do, however, intend to evaluate

.____ ___-__ ____ _______ _ ______ _ __ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _. _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ .___ -_. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _
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our procedures to determine whether SEE-IN information is
processed adequately. Improvements will be implemented, if
applicable, based on the results of this evaluation."

Status: Complete

Control of Equipment Technical Information (Item #4, Reference #4)

" Wisconsin Electric will review current practices and
procedures in regard to handling of incoming Equipment
Technical Information (ETI), utilizing the NUTAC recommenda-
tions as the basis for this review. Improvements, which
may be required as a result of this review, will be
implemented as appropriate to assure adequate control of
ETI."

Status: Complete. Improvements have been incorporated in
the Quality Assurance Procedures Manual.

Undervoltage and Shunt Trip Device Test Procedure (Item #4,

Reference #5)

"The test procedure used to independently verify operability
of the undervoltage and shunt trip devices in response to
an automatic shunt trip signal will include the steps in
the test procedure submitted by the WOG to the NRC in
letter No. OG-101 dated June 14, 1983."

Status: Complete

Seismic Qualification (Item #6, Reference #5)

" Wisconsin Electric is working with the WOG and Westinghouse
to obtain seismic qualification of the shunt trip attachments
and added circuitry. If qualification tests show that any
of the added components do not perform their intended
function during or after a postulated seismic event, these
components will be substituted for during initial installation
or replaced during the next scheduled outage of sufficient
length."

Status: WOG correspondence on seismic qualification is being
evaluated by Wisconsin Electric.

Physical Separation of Circuits (Item #8, Reference #5)

" Wiring internal to the main control board will be revised
to provide for adequate separation between manual initiation
circuits associated with the A-Train reactor trip breekers
and those associated with the B-Train reactor trip breakers. j

i

|
|
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Adequate separation will consist of six inches of free air
space or an intervening barrier. Barriers will be metal or
other suitable material."

Status: Complete

Periodic Test Procedure (Item #9, Reference #5)

"A Point Beach periodic test p'rocedure will be developed
which will verify the proper operation of the control room
manual reactor pushbuttons and associated wiring prior to
startup after each refueling outage. This procedure will.
require that the following occur when each of the manual
trip pushbuttons in the control room is depressed.

1. The voltage across the undervoltage coil of each of the
reactor trip breakers drops to zero. This will be verified
by connecting a voltmeter across test points TPl and TP2
as shown on drawing 617F354 Sht 5 of 13 which is attached
(See Reference #5) .

2. The voltage across the connection point to the combination
of the shunt trip coil and the series connected 52a auxiliary
switch contact of each reactor trip breaker goes to a nominal
125 VDC. This will be verified by connecting a voltmeter
across test points TP5 and TP6 as shown on drawing 617F354
Sheet 5 of 13, which is attached (See Reference #5) .

"This procedure will not require installing jumpers, lifting
leads, or pulling fuses. It will also not require cycling
of the breakers."

Status: Complete. Note that the voltage mentioned in Item 2
will be verified by connecting a volt meter across test
points TP7 and TP8 instead of TP5 and TP6.

Reactor Trip Breaker Test Procedure (Item #11, Reference #5)

"The test procedure used to determine reactor trip breaker
operability will also demonstrate proper operation of the,

red and green breaker position indicating lights in the
control room."

Status: -Complete

Periodic Response Time Testing (Item #12, Reference #5)

"At this time it is not our intention to perform periodic
response time testing. Should life cycle testing being

. . .. - , . - -
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performed by Westinghouse show that breaker trip response
time degrades with operation, periodic on line testing will
be considered.

The WOG Generic design package does, however, include the
installation of test points which would provide for time
response testing if necessary.

We will continue to monitor the results of the Westinghouse
life cycle testing.",

Status: The Westinghouse testing is complete. Based on
this testing, we do not intend-to perform periodic time
response testing.

Shunt Trip Modifications (Reference #7)

"... We would expect to complete the entire reactor breaker
shunt trip modification on Point Beach Unit 1, including
the control board indications, during the Unit 1 spring
1985 refueling outage. The control board items would then
be completed on Unit 2 during the fall 1985 outage."

3 Status: Complete

I 2.2.1.1 Criteria for Classifying Safety-Related Components

(Reference #9)

"... Components and systems which are necessary for
the execution of safety-related functions have been
identified and are indicated through various means,
including color-coded _ prints and-listings...In order-
to better define and document the criteria used toi

develop these color-coded prints and listings, an
independent review is currently in progress. The

~

review will reestablish and redocument the plant
definition of. safety related and will specify the
criteria for the designation of specific components
and their functions as safety related."

Status: The review is complete. -The results and recom-
mendations of the review are being evaluated.

Bypass Breaker Test Procedure (Reference #11)

After unit cell switch interlock installation, "the bypass*

breaker test procedure will be| revised to verify proper un-,

ambiguous position indication. This will be done in the
test mode locally at the breaker, and in the operate mode

. - _ - _ _ - - _ _ - _ _ _ - _ .
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remotely at the reactor trip logic cabinets and at the main
control board."

Status: Complete
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